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Chester Hotel - Planning Application 151997
Objection by Queens Cross/Harlaw Community Council 

We wish to strongly object to the application by Chester Hotel for general access from the back lane to the Hotel.

Firstly we note that again the Chester Hotel wish to relax the restrictions put upon the premises previously. Although 
this time the Chester are not adding again to their total of retrospective planning applications or trying to get a 
Certificate of Lawfulness we do note they are attempting to get the Planning Authority to overrule a decision made for 
very sensible and valid reasons to protect and preserve what used to be a quiet residential area.

Aberdeen City Planning have already given way to retrospective Planning Applications by the Chester Hotel which have 
downgraded the quiet residential area to more noisy commercial interests.

In their application this time we note the Chester suggest the main concerns previously were purely the parking 
restriction problem, but our reading of the previous decision (see planning application P121555) on the property under 
the previous owners (Simpsons) was also to restrict noise. See the previous conditions of approval which had additional 
time restrictions -

“0700 to 1900 Monday to Saturday and 1000 to 1900 on Sundays - in order to protect surrounding residents from noise 
disturbance at unreasonable hours”

The Chester application does not mention this.

Also we note the parking survey done by the Chester Hotel  seems to use the aggregation method of confusing 
statistics. That is they suggest there are parking slots free most of the time. However they do not seem to note that if 
one drills down into the statistics at the times which are more critical, i.e. later after 7pm especially on Friday and 
Saturday evening there is always only ONE free space. I have not seen the parking area at that time but I suspect this 
ONE parking space always free is difficult to get into (OR is it the one disabled parking space?). So one might surmise 
after 7pm on Friday and Saturday evening there are cars touring about trying to get a space. These cars will 
undoubtably end up parked somewhere close-bye possibly in the lane.

Hence opening the gate at all times to all vehicles is bound to create much more noise and traffic to residents later in 
the evening, especially on Friday and Saturday and they are already subjected to the noise from Chester clients and 
activities from their functions.

Queens Cross/Harlaw Community Council call on Aberdeen City Planning to start protecting the interests of the 
residents of what used to be a quiet residential area. 

We note also that diagonally across the road at 94 Queens Road an application for offices by another group has been 
lodged which, if granted, would divide that residential area in two with a rat run for cars. For us living in this area we 
feel surrounded by commercial noisy interests and getting no protection from our Planning authority.

Regards Ken Hutcheon Secretary of Queens Cross/Harlaw Community Council
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